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UNIVERSITY PRESS.
CLASS HONORS.

Crabb, Biggest Liar.—100.
Shallenberger, Biggest Fool.—107.
Krichbaum, Most Systematic Cheater.—99.
Bradt, Most Disappointed Student.—98.

Ritchey, Great Military Genius.—4.
McMillan, Most Honest Student.—3.
Cass, Great Egotist.—500.
Warren, Best in Deportment.—57.

Anderson, Foot of Class.—0.

PROGRAMME.

9-12 A. M.

PRAYER ...................................................... Geo. Walters.
MUSIC ....................................................... Andy Reed, Ph. D., and Bennett, Phool. D.

ORATIONS.
Anderson, "The Ideal Flunk."
Bowman, "A Darn Good Preacher."
Bradt, "How to Get Second."

MUSIC ....................................................... DEAD HEAD MARCH BY BAND.

Compton, "Why She Said No."
*Crabb. 
Francis, "States Evidence."

Dinner Served on Campus.
Moss—Raw, on toast, on half shell, fried. Monkeys—à la Shelley.

2-5 P. M

PRAYER ...................................................... Johnny Boyd.
DUET ......................................................... Dr. Taylor and Mrs. Reed.

McMillan, "My Mother's Apron String."
McSurely, "His Majesty, Myself."
Miller, "Ideal Friendships."

MUSIC ....................................................... RATS, BY MORRIS.

Ritchey, "The Tin Soldier."
Shallenberger, "Jumping-jack."
(illus.)

Shives, "Out in the Cold."
Stiles, Todd.

Warren, "Sour Grapes Non Frat."

Presentation of diplomas by the most sober man.
* Sucked through without an oration.
† Original.
N. B.—Ladies will not disgrace themselves by appearing with such a crowd.
SPECIALTIES BY FACULTY AND SENIORS.

Prayer ................................................................. W. Bennett.
Music ................................................................. Kope, Ramsey and Warren.

Miller will receive proposals from infatuated young ladies.
Morris will return apparatus stolen from store room.
Examination without cheating; participated in by ladies.
Cass will cease to think of himself for 5 minutes.
McClure will analyze an "individual solution."
Anderson will show his grades and say "darnsficare."
Crabb will instruct the lower classmen in sucking.
Ramsey will get "rattled."
Shallenberger will cease to laugh at his own jokes.
Johnny Boyd will flirt with a "K. M."
McSurely will investigate that report and decide that she is
straight enough for him.
Bowman will defend the "Delta Tau" method of T.A. Booing
by a reference to the dark ways of the faculty.
Bennett will weep over his * dog.
Ritchey will show Lieut Sharp the true military bearing.
Notestine will demonstrate that the faculty and Crabb are in-
fallible.
Prof. Compton will monkey Noty.
Shelly will put on his Ric. III air and do the "My God Act."
Miller will read an original copyrighted story; "The Ghost of
a Lie," or "How She Proposed."
Dr. Black will give a fair and square grade.
Alexander Archibald Etcetera Taylor, wearing glasses for
poor memory, will construct a syllogism.
Compton will demolish all modern forms of infidelity.
Greenlee will walk around the stage with Todd under his arm.
At this act some honor men will turn pale, some not honor men
will blush, some "Phi Delts" will be secretly pleased.
Anderson will wonder why his dish water poetry does not
make him famous.
Cass will pay the rest of the $10 subscribed for Irving carpet.

* Defunct.
Bennett will instruct the students in "culture."
Crabb will conduct a prayer meeting.
Faculty will decide that cheating is honorable. Boys will look pleased.

Hearing of Todd's charges. Session in star chamber. Counsel for Todd, Greenlee with Bradt *sub rosa*. Counsel for Krichbaum, Noty and Warren. Decision by faculty: "He is guilty, but you can't prove it."

Dr. Taylor will be commissioned as advance agent for "Sigs." Cass will demonstrate that all gall *non divisa-est.* Shelly will demonstrate that the decision in the inter-state contest was not right. N. B.—Nobody will listen.

Kope will give an exhibition with that komickal kuss of a koon.

Crabb will give Noty a private audience and explain the loud silence.

Bradt will find something to hide behind while he kicks.

Krichbaum will try to make a recitation with his note book closed. Francis will have a chance to make one any way he can. Shelly will try to make one without reading ahead in the text book. Warren will make one without talking around the point.

2:30 A M. THURSDAY.

Faculty and students will adjourn to Chas. Conrad's for refreshments. *

Toast by Noty: "The future influence of '86 in the prohibition party." Response by Chas. Conrad.

Fare(hic)well(hic) address by Dr. Bla(hic.)

Res(hic)ponse(hic) by McS, Crabb, Krich(hic) Reynolds.

4 A. M.

Class leave town and make room for better men.
Next day. The devil to pay.

* Noty and E. Comp. will slide in at back door.